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Message from the Chair and 
Executive Director
OFT is honoured to have supportive donors that believe in the mission and work 
of farmland protection in Ontario. This Annual Report highlights the important 
work that we were able to accomplish together. 

The following page features easement donor and long-time supporter, Kathryn 
Dean. Last year, Kathryn shared with us that she has included OFT in her will, 
so that there will be lasting funds for the stewardship of her farm that we 
protected together. Throughout the past year we shared stories about our 
easement donors and supporters on our website and through social media. 
We hope you enjoyed reading those stories as much as we enjoyed writing them.

There are many highlights to mention from 2019, such as registering our 14th 
and 15th Farmland Easement Agreements. This goal means that together we 
have permanently protected 15 farms and over 1400 acres of farmland and 
natural features in seven regions across Ontario. And, as we write this, we are 
working on our 16th, 17th, and 18th easement agreements!

In 2019 we responded to an unprecedented number of provincial policy 
changes. Significant reductions in protections for agricultural and natural lands 
were proposed in a number of policy revisions by the Province, and OFT was 
able to respond to each of these proposed changes maintaining a strong voice 
for farmland protection in Ontario.

We also welcomed a new Farmland Ecology Intern, Emma Jane, who visited all 
of our easement farms and documented the at-risk species on these properties. 

We have much to celebrate, even as we write this report from the safety of our homes, in an 
unprecedented time of COVID-19 uncertainties. One thing remains certain: this very important work 
of farmland protection in Ontario has not stopped. The current crisis has shown just how important 
our local farmers are in ensuring a safe, healthy, local food system for generations to come. Together, 
with our donors, volunteers, staff, and Board we will continue to be a strong voice for the permanent 
protection of farmland. Thank you for your ongoing support and all that you do. We could not do this 
important work without you.  
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Kathryn’s Story
Until recently, I owned a 90-acre organic farm just outside of Guelph. This farm has special value for 
agriculture because it has some of the best soil in Ontario (Guelph loam), it has abundant water, and it’s 
close to large urban food markets in nearby Toronto and Guelph.

I loved, and still do love, this land. I kept the old hedgerows as havens for birds, including the bobolink and 
barn swallow, two species listed under Canada’s Species at Risk Act. While I lived on the farm, I nurtured 
a community of young farmers and helped them get their start in growing vegetables and raising grass-
fed beef. Then, when it was time to sell the farm, I knew I wanted to preserve this important acreage and 
all the work I had put into stewarding the land and the community.

So I worked with the Ontario Farmland Trust to place an easement on the farm, and this land is now my 
legacy. As beautiful and productive as the farm is, it was also in the path of nearby housing developments, 
which continue to creep closer every year.

If farm owners like myself do nothing to save active working farms like this one, our children and future 
generations will suffer, more and more, from declining sources of healthy, locally produced food. 
I consider it my duty and privilege to have saved this farm forever.

I have now passed along this beautiful farm to two farmers who will continue to steward and maintain the 
land, in farming, forever.



Farmland Protection
With the support of our wonderful donors, 
OFT worked with two families, the Copelands 
and the Robsons, to permanently protect their 
farms. The two farms together total another 
157 acres of farmland and natural habitat that is 
now permanently protected. 

Located just outside of Guelph, the 72-acre Copeland property is a refuge for wildlife in 
the area. Not only does the Speed River meander through the property, but the farm 
also features forests, wetlands, and meadows, in addition to rich agricultural land. 
The landowners, Dave and Cindy Copeland, have put extensive work into restoring the 
natural features on their land, which has helped to attract many species at risk, including 
Snapping Turtle and Midland Painted Turtle. The Copeland property is OFT’s 14th registered 
Farmland Easement Agreement, and our 3rd easement located in Wellington County. 

Outside of Ayr, the 85-acre Robson Farm has also been permanently protected for 
agriculture by OFT. The agricultural land on this property produces a variety of crops, 
including corn, soybeans, and wheat. In addition to the fertile agricultural land, the farm also 
contains ample natural habitat including forest and wetlands, which are home to several 
species at risk including Barn Swallow, Butternut, and Snapping Turtle. Craig and Nancy 
Robson have also put significant work into maximizing the ecological benefit of their farm, 
and have increased the amount of habitat on their property by creating natural habitat 
corridors to connect the wetland on their property with neighbouring wetlands. The Robson 
property is OFT’s 15th registered Farmland Easement Agreement, and the 1st easement 
located in Oxford County. 

Both the Copelands and the Robsons were concerned about nearby non-agricultural 
development that was occurring on agricultural land, which is in part why they chose to 
partner with OFT to place Farmland Easement Agreements on their properties and protect 
the farmland forever.
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“ This is a unique property with both prime agricultural 
land and a rich riparian environment along the Speed 
River. We feel strongly that both should be preserved and 
not lost to non-farming uses.”

– Dave and Cindy Copeland, Easement Donors 



Farmland Policy
Your continued support allowed the Ontario Farmland Trust to remain a strong voice 
for farmland protection, advocating for consistent farmland protection measures in 
provincial policies. 

In 2019, OFT completed a record ten policy recommendations that fought to strengthen the 
protection for farmland in Ontario, beginning with the Open for Business Planning Tool in 
January 2019. In this legislation, the provincial government proposed loosening protections 
for farmland and natural areas across Ontario to encourage development. OFT stressed the 
environmental and economic consequences of farmland loss, and urged the government to 
reject the proposed regulations. 

OFT also provided commentary on Bill 66, Restoring Ontario’s Competitiveness Act, in which 
significant reductions in protections for agricultural and natural lands were proposed. 
OFT’s comments outlined the importance of protecting agricultural lands for a strong agri-
food economy, and encouraged the government to discard these proposed changes. 

In the fall, OFT submitted recommendations against the proposed changes to both the 
Provincial Policy Statement and the Aggregate Resources Act. In both cases, the proposed 
changes decreased the protections for agricultural land. The decrease in protections would 
allow non-agricultural uses such as development or aggregate mining to occur on prime 
agricultural land, which would result in irreversible damage. 
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“ We wanted to be sure that our land and this wetland 
on our property were preserved and enhanced for the 
benefit of species at risk and for our community in the 
long term. We also wanted to protect the pollinators 
that are essential to the agricultural community.”

– Craig and Nancy Robson, Easement Donors 
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Annual Farmland Forum
The 15th Annual Farmland Forum was held on March 28th, 2019 at the Balls Falls Centre 
for Conservation in the Niagara Region. This was the first time that the Forum had ever 
been held in this area of the province. The theme of the forum was “A Natural Systems 
Approach to Farmland Protection”, which explored ways that agriculture can be integrated 
into natural systems within regional planning. The event brought together a total of 
73 attendees consisting of planners, farmers, researchers, policy makers, elected officials, 
and land conservation enthusiasts from across Ontario.

The day included a variety of panels and plenary presentations that discussed different 
tools, strategies, and policies from across Ontario that could be used to help integrate 
agricultural systems and natural systems. Forum participants left with the takeaway that 
planning for the protection of natural systems in Ontario will result in more effective 
conservation if agriculture and farmland are also considered part of this system. 

OFT welcomed both Larry Hulle, the Agricultural Program Manager of New York State’s 
Watershed Agricultural Council, and Diana Wahlstrom, the Senior Advisor of Agricultural 
Initiatives for Strathcona County in Alberta, as the keynote speakers. Larry spoke about 
the partnership between New York City and the Watershed Agricultural Council that has 
helped farmers work to protect and enhance water quality in the state. Diana spoke about 
the County’s award-winning Agricultural Master Plan, which prioritizes the protection of 
agricultural land in order to maintain the viability of the local agricultural sector. She gave 
insight to the planning, implementation, and results the plan has seen thus far, and 
emphasized the need for flexibility and partnership between farmers and municipalities 
when implementing such plans. 
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Over the past 15 years the Ontario Farmland Trust has brought together Ontario's planners, 
politicians, farmers, conservationists, and researchers to discuss farmland protection in Ontario 
at our annual Farmland Forum.

We have welcomed expert speakers from across North America, including New York, Oregon, 
British Columbia, Alberta, California, and Pennsylvania to speak on themes relating to farmland
protection, farmland viability, and farmland ecology. 

The Farmland Forum has brought farmland protection to the forefront of attendees' minds, 
and will continue to do so in the years to come. 

Throughout the Years: 

Farmland Forum 
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2019 Financials Report
Audited 

2019
Audited 

2018
Revenue 287,663 315,362
Expense 286,170 290,392
Balance 1,493 24,970

Donations In Kind (6%)

Event Income (2%)

Foundation 
Grants (63%)

Donations and 
Memberships 
(18%)

Government 
Grants (11%)

.ca/page/barn-swallow
Photo by Vincent van Zalinge on Unsplash
1. Government of Ontario. 2020. https://www.ontario

1

1

Species Spotlight: 

Barn Swallow
Barn swallows often live in close 
association with human structures, 
including barns! On farms, they build 
their nests on barns, and forage for 
insects over the fields. 1

Barn Swallows are provincially listed as 
threatened, and are often observed on 
farms protected by Ontario Farmland 
Trust conservation                                                                                                    easements.
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Farmers' Markets 
Attended

Conversations About Farmland 
Loss and Protection

Doors
Knocked On

Attendees Reached

2019 In Review: 

Outeach & Education

Presentations 
Across Ontario
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c/o University of Guelph, SEDRD
Guelph, ON N1G 2W1
(519) 824-4120 ext. 52654
info@ontariofarmlandtrust.ca  |  www.ontariofarmlandtrust.ca

Helen McCrea Peacock FoundationMcLean Smits Family Foundation JP Bickell Foundation

Protecting Farmland 
Forever
The mission of the Ontario Farmland Trust  
is to protect and preserve Ontario farmlands 
and associated agricultural, natural, and cultural 
features of the countryside.

Uplands Charitable Foundation Walter J Blackburn Foundation

The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation


